In our busy lives, it is hard to carve out time to read. Yet, if you are able to invest the time to read about the region where you travel, it pays off by deepening the significance of your travel seminar experience.

We have compiled the following selection of book titles for you to help you get started. Many titles are staff recommendations. Titles are organized by the topics listed below. Happy reading!

### Latin American Current Affairs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latin American History</th>
<th>Bolivia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Globalization</td>
<td>Cuba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indigenous Americans</td>
<td>El Salvador</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion / Spirituality</td>
<td>Guatemala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.-Mexico Border</td>
<td>Honduras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Policy in Central &amp; Latin America</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women &amp; Feminism</td>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Film</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Testimonials</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Latin American Current Affairs

**Aid, Power and Privatization: The Politics of Telecommunication Reform in Central America** by Benedicte Bull


**Latin American Popular Culture: An Introduction**, edited by William Beezley and Linda Curcio-Nagy, Scholarly Resources, 2000. In entertaining essays by 13 academics about the history of "everyday culture" in Latin America, a variety of cultural expressions and their social significance are looked at within their historical contexts.

**Media Power in Central America** by Rick J. Rockwell and Noreene Janus, University of Illinois Press, 2003. This work captures the political and cultural interplay between the media and those in power in Central America. Country by country, the authors deal with the specific conditions of government-sponsored media repression, economic censorship, corruption, and consumer trends that shape the political landscape.

**Neither Enemies nor Friends: Latinos, Blacks, Afro-Latinos** by Anani Dzidzienyo & Suzanne Oboler, New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005. In this collection, leading scholars focus on the contemporary meanings and diverse experiences of blackness in specific countries of the hemisphere, including the United States. The anthology introduces new perspectives on comparative forms of racialization in the Americas and presents its implications both for Latin American societies, and for Latinos’ relations with African Americans in the U.S. Contributors address issues such as: Who are the Afro-Latin Americans? What historical contributions do they bring to their respective national polities? What happens to their national and socio-racial identities as a
result of migration to the United States? What is the impact of the growing presence of Afro-Latin Americans within U.S. Latino populations, particularly with respect to the continuing dynamics of racialization in the United States today?


**The School of the Americas: Military Training and Political Violence in the Americas** by Lesley Gill, Duke Univ. Press, 2004. This is a biography of an institution. Written by a teacher of anthropology at American Univ. who goes behind the façade and presents a comprehensive portrait of the School of the Americas.

---

**Latin American History**


**Banana Wars: Power, Production, and History in the Americas** by Steve Striffler & Mark Moberg, Durham: Duke University Press, 2003. Banana Wars is a history of the Americas as told through the cultural, political, economic, and agricultural processes that brought bananas from the forests of Latin America and the Caribbean to the breakfast tables of the United States and Europe. The first book to examine such processes in all the western hemisphere regions where bananas are grown for sale abroad, Banana Wars advances the growing body of scholarship focusing on export commodities from a historical and social scientific perspective.

**Harvest of Empire: A History of Latinos in America** by Juan Gonzalez, Viking Adult, 2000. Gonzalez has a keen understanding of Hispanic diversity, focusing not just on "Hispanics" as a monolithic category but as a variety of people from many nations.


**Latin America: A Concise Interpretive History** by E. Bradford Burns and Julie A. Charlip, Prentice Hall, 2001. This landmark volume of Latin American history weaves the history of an entire region into a coherent story that emphasizes both common themes and regional and national specificity.


**Mirrors of a Disaster: the Spanish Military Conquest of America** by Gérard Chaliand, New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Publishers, 2005. Gérard Chaliand narrates the major events that followed the Spanish conquest of Mexico and Peru with the scope and rhythm of an epic poem.


**Political Movements and Violence in Central America** by Charles D Brockett, Cambridge, NY, Cambridge University Press, 2005. This analysis of the confrontation between popular movements and repressive regimes in Central America, particularly in El Salvador and Guatemala, examines urban and rural groups as well as nonviolent social movements and revolutionary movements over three decades from 1960 on.

Globalization


Communities in Globalization: The Invisible Mayan Nahual by Juan Pablo Pérez Sáinz and Katherine Andrade-Eekhoff, Rowman, Littlefield, 2003. This work illustrates the experiences of three Central American communities connected with the global markets of tourism, handicrafts and manufacturing subcontracts. This book seeks to identify the resources that allow a community to face globalization while minimizing its risks and maximizing its opportunities.

Confronting Globalization: Economic Integration and Popular Resistance in Mexico by Timothy A. Wise, Hilda Salazar, and Laura Carlsen, Kumarian Press, Inc., 2003. This book describes the disastrous effects of globalization and trade policies such as NAFTA, and what some communities in Mexico are doing at the grass-roots political level to defend themselves.

The Coffee Book: Anatomy of an Industry from Crop to the Last Drop by Gregory Dicum and Nina Luttinger, New Press, 1999. Full of facts, figures, cartoons and commentary, this book covers coffee from its first use in Ethiopia in the 6th century AD to the rise of specialty retailers in the 1990s. The text also considers the exploitation of labor and damage to the environment that mass cultivation causes, and explores the growing "conscious coffee" market and "fair trade" movement.

The Free Trade Agreement between the United States and Central America: Economic and Social Impacts by Raúl Moreno, EPICA, 2003. This book examines the context of the Free Trade Agreements, the myths and truths about these trade agreements and the potential social and economic impact of CAFTA in Central America.


The Mystery of Capital: Why Capitalism Triumphs in the West and Fails Everywhere Else by Hernando de Soto, Basic Books, 2000. This book makes a case not for how much wealth was transferred to the West through colonialism, but for how much wealth was generated in the West because, during the 19th century, private property laws had developed to the point that wealth in one area could be the basis for liquid capital to invest in another. De Soto is not afraid to tackle issues of class often ignored by “Capitalists” of the West.


Ten Plagues of Globalization by José Víctor Aguilar and Miguel Cavada, EPICA, 2002. This book explains the primary problems generated by the global economic system, including environmental damage, concentration of wealth, and unemployment.


Indigenous Americans

**From Tribal Village to Global Village: Indian Rights and International Relations in Latin America** by Alison Brysk, Stanford University Press, 2000. From a voice of experience and authority on the subject, she provides a concise picture of the social movement—it’s impact and drawbacks—and points out some clear pathways to remedy the drawbacks.

**Indigenous Movements and Their Critics: Pan-Maya Activism in Guatemala**, by Kay B. Warren, Princeton University Press, 1998. This book focuses on the years of Guatemala's peace process (1987-1996) and highlights the crucial role that Mayanist intellectuals have come to play in charting paths to multicultural democracy in Guatemala and in creating a new middle class.

**Las Abejas: pacifist resistance and syncretic identities in a globalizing Chiapas** by Marco Tavanti, Routledge, 2003. This book presents the voices of Las Abejas and of numerous collaborators alongside an innovative theoretical analysis of the dynamics of identity construction.

**Maya Intellectual Renaissance: Identity, Representation and Leadership** by Victor Montejo, University of Texas Press: Austin, 2004. A Jakaltek Maya as well as a trained anthropologist teaching at the University of California, David, Montejo explores how indigenous leaders can craft a new role for the Maya as partners in solving problems of racism, violence and development in Guatemala.

**Maya Political Science: Time, Astronomy, and the Cosmos** by Prudence M Rice, University of Texas Press, 2004. This book explores the nature of Maya political organization and political geography.

**Mesoamerican Voices: Native-Language Writings from Colonial Mexico, Oaxaca, Yucatan, and Guatemala** by Matthew Restall, Lisa Sousa and Kevin Terraciano, Cambridge, NY, Cambridge University Press, 2005. The texts were written from the sixteenth through the eighteenth centuries by Nahuas from central Mexico, Mixtecs from Oaxaca, Maya from Yucatan, and other groups from Mexico and Guatemala.

**The Miskitu People of Awastara** by Philip Adams Dennis, Austin: University of Texas Press, 2004. This is a full-length study of a coastal Miskitu community, including descriptions of food habits, language, health practices, religious beliefs, and storytelling. The author contrasts life before and after the war years of the 1980s.

**Naming Security - Constructing Identity: 'Mayan-women' in Guatemala on the Eve of 'Peace'** by Maria Stern, Manchester University Press, 2005. By engaging in a careful reading of how 'Mayan-women' 'speak' security in relation to the different contexts that inform their lives, she explores the multiplicity of both identity and security, and questions the main story of security imbedded in the modern 'paradox of sovereignty.'


### Religion / Spirituality

**Convictions of the Soul: Religion, Culture, and Agency in the Central America Solidarity Movement** by Sharon Erickson Nepstad, Oxford University Press, 2004. This book offers a rich analysis of the experiences of religious leaders and church members in the liberation struggles in Central America in the 1980s.

**Globalizing the Sacred: Religion Across the Americas** by Manuel A. Vásquez and Marie F. Marquardt, Rutgers University Press, 2003. Drawing on case studies in the United States and Latin America, Vásquez and Marquardt explore the evolving roles of religion in the Americas in the face of globalization, transnational migration, the rapid growth of culture industries, and the crisis of modernity.

Like Grains of Wheat: A Spirituality of Solidarity by Margaret Swedish and Marie Dennis, Orbis Books, 2004. Swedish and Dennis bring together the stories and experiences of US Americans who were engaged in the work of faith-based solidarity in Central America from the late 1970s through the 1990s.

Oscar Romero and the Nonviolent Struggle for Justice by John Dear, Erie, PA: Pax Christi USA, 2004. Fr. John Dear's revised and redesigned booklet is an introduction to the life and work of Archbishop Oscar Romero. Includes his formation, conversion, view of the Church, and his devotion to truth. Also includes Scripture passages for meditation and reflection as well as recommended readings.

Our Cry for Life: Feminist Theology from Latin America by María Pilar Aquino, Orbis Books, 1993. This book provides an introduction to feminist theology within the context of Latin American liberation theology by Mexico’s most renowned feminist theologian.

Popol Vuh: The Maya Book of the Dawn of Life translated by Dennis Tedlock, Touchstone, 1996. The Popol Vuh is a record of stories of Mayan civilization, culture and history that helps to explain Mayan ability to withstand assimilation. This account of creation is a fundamental text of pre-conquest spirituality in the Americas.

Protestantism in Guatemala: Living in the New Jerusalem by Virginia Garrard-Burnett, University of Texas Press, 1998. The central thesis of this book is that the enormous conversion to Protestantism among Guatemalans during the past 40 years can be traced to the destruction of traditional communities as a result of war, violence, and migration. The adoption of a new religion provides a sense of order and identity.

Quiche Rebelde: Religious Conversion, Politics, and Ethnic Identity in Guatemala by Ricardo Falla and Richard N. Adams, University of Texas Press, 2001. This work examines what happened when Accion Catolica came into the Guatemalan municipio of San Antonio Iotenango, Quiche, to convert its inhabitants. Falla analyzes the movement's origins and why some people became part of it while others resisted.


Voice of the Voiceless: The Four Pastoral Letters and Other Statements by Oscar Romero, Orbis Books, 1993. This work includes Romero’s four pastoral letters: The Easter Church; The Church, the Body of Christ in History; The Church and Popular Political Organizations; The Church’s Mission Amidst the National Crisis. The book also includes his last homily and his letter to Jimmy Carter.

We Make the Road by Walking by Ann Butwell, Kathy Ogle and Scott Wright, EPICA, 1998. This anthology examines the role of liberation theology and the church as it relates to the struggles of the poor in postwar and neo-liberal contexts. Topics include women’s influence on the church, the indigenous face of the church, the role of martyrs as symbols of hope, and solidarity in areas of violence.


U.S. - Mexico Border

The Children of NAFTA: Labor Wars on the U.S./Mexico Border by David Bacon, Berkeley, CA, University of California Press, 2004. Normally rare firsthand accounts from Mexican workers make up most of this examination of labor struggles in the fields and factories along the U.S.-Mexican border in the 10 years since the signing of NAFTA.

Continental Crossroads: Remapping U.S.-Mexico Borderlands History, edited by Samuel Truett and Elliott Young, Duke University Press, 2004. Drawing on the historiographies and archives of both the U.S. and Mexico, the authors chronicle the transnational processes that bound both nations together between the early nineteenth century and the 1940s, the formative era of borderlands history.

Indigenous Mexican Migrants in the United States, edited by Jonathan Fox and Gaspar Rivera-Salgado, Center for U.S.-Mexican Studies and Center for Comparative Immigration Studies at the University of California, San Diego: 2004. This edited collection documents changing patterns of indigenous migration between Mexico and the United States and analyzes evidence of a “binational civil society” that is transforming cultural, social, and political practices across two countries.


U.S. Policy in Central & Latin America


Confronting the American Dream: Nicaragua Under U.S. Imperial Rule by Michel Gobat, Duke University Press, 2005. Michel Gobat deftly interweaves political, economic, cultural, and diplomatic history to analyze the reactions of Nicaraguans to U.S. intervention in their country from the heyday of Manifest Destiny in the 1850s through the U.S. occupation of 1912-1933.

Dark Alliance: The CIA, the Contras and the Crack Cocaine Explosion by Gary Webb, Seven Stories Press, 1999. A simple phone call concerning an unexceptional pending drug case turned into the uncovering of a massive conspiracy involving the Nicaraguan Contra Rebels, L.A. and Bay Area crack cocaine dealers, and the Central Intelligence Agency.

The Death of Ben Linder by Joan Kruckewitt, Seven Stories Press, 1999. A biography of Ben Linder, the young engineer who, while surveying a stream for a hydro plant in rural Nicaragua in 1987, was the first North American killed by the U.S.-backed Contras. The book incorporates formerly classified CIA documents revealing who killed Linder and why.

The Last Colonial Massacre: Latin America in the Cold War by Greg Grandin, University of Chicago Press, 2004. This book explores a hidden history of the Cold War in Latin America: one of reactionaries clinging to political power; one of Mayan Marxists blending native notions of justice with universal ideas of equality; and one of the United States supporting new styles of state terror throughout the continent.

Not Condemned to Repetition: The United States and Nicaragua by Robert A Pastor, Westview Press, 2002. Robert Pastor was a major US policymaker in the critical period leading up to and following the Sandinista Revolution of 1979. He shows how Nicaragua and the U.S. were prisoners of a tragic history and how they finally escaped.

U.S. intervention and regime change in Nicaragua by Mauricio Solaún, University of Nebraska Press, 2005. Solaún outlines the role of U.S. foreign policy during the Carter administration and explains how this policy with respect to the Nicaraguan Revolution of 1979 not only failed but helped impede the institutionalization of democracy there.

When States Kill: Latin America, the U.S., and Technologies of Terror by Cecilia Menjívar & Néstor Rodriguez, Austin: University of Texas Press, 2005. Since the early twentieth century, technological transfers from the United States to Latin American countries have involved technologies of violence for social control. Organized by region, the essays in this book address the topic of state-sponsored terrorism in a variety of ways. Most take the perspective that state-directed political violence is a modern development of a regional political structure in which U.S. political interests weigh heavily. Others acknowledge that Latin American states enthusiastically received U.S. support for their campaigns of terror. A few see local culture and history as key factors in the implementation of state campaigns of political violence.


Women & Feminism

After Revolution: Mapping Gender and Cultural Politics in Neo-liberal Nicaragua, by Florence Babb, University of Texas Press, 2001. This book explores how Nicaragua's least powerful citizens have fared in the years since the Sandinista revolution, as neoliberal governments have rolled back the reforms of the Sandinista Revolution and introduced measures to promote the development of a market-driven economy.

Bananeras: Women Transforming the Banana Unions of Latin America by Dana Frank, Cambridge, Mass.: South End Press, 2005. Starting in 1985 with one union in La Lima, Honduras, and expanding domestically through the late 1990s, experienced activists successfully reached out to younger women with a message of empowerment. In a compelling example of transnational feminism at work, the bananeras crossed borders to ally with banana workers in five other banana exporting countries in Latin America.

Feminism and the Legacy of Revolution: Nicaragua, El Salvador, Chiapas by Karen Kampwirth, Athens: Ohio University Press, 2004. In many Latin American countries, guerrilla struggle and feminism have been linked in surprising ways. Women were mobilized by the thousands to promote revolutionary agendas that had little to do with increasing gender equality. They ended up creating a uniquely Latin American version of feminism that combined revolutionary goals of economic equality and social justice with typically feminist aims of equality, nonviolence, and reproductive rights.

From Grandmother to Granddaughter: Salvadoran Women's Stories by Michael Gorkin, Marta Pineda, and Gloria Leal, University of California, 2000. These life stories and testimonies of nine Salvadoran women from different generations and classes present a vivid portrait of life for Salvadoran women today.


Gender and Power in Prehispanic Mesoamerica by Rosemary A. Joyce, University of Texas Press, 2000. This book offers a comprehensive description and analysis of gender and power relations in prehispanic Mesoamerica from the Formative Period Olmec world (ca. 1500-500 BC) through the Postclassic Maya and Aztec societies of the sixteenth century AD.

Genders in Production: Making Workers in Mexico's Global Factories by Leslie Salzinger, Berkeley, CA, University of California Press, 2003. Leslie Salzinger careful ethnographic work, personal voice, and sophisticated analysis capture the feel of life inside the maquiladoras and make a compelling case that transnational production is a gendered process.

Guatemalan Women Speak by Margaret Hooks, EPICA, 1993. Stories of every aspect of women's lives in the context of a 36-year war that had not yet ended.

The third analyzes successful outcomes of the projects and their effects. The first provides an overview of the history of rural development; the second consists of narratives of women. The wife of a miner in a shanty town of rural Bolivia. It talks about the poor living and working conditions. It also compares what happened in these countries with Cuba in the 1950s, where few women participated in the guerrilla struggle.
**Struggles of Voice: The Politics of Indigenous Representation in the Andes** by José Antonio Lucero, University of Pittsburgh Press, 2008. Over the last two decades, indigenous populations in Latin America have achieved a remarkable level of visibility and political effectiveness, particularly in Ecuador and Bolivia. In *Struggles of Voice*, José Antonio Lucero examines these two outstanding examples in order to understand their different patterns of indigenous mobilization and to reformulate the theoretical model by which we link political representation to social change.


---

**Cuba**

**Cuba: Neither Heaven Nor Hell** by María López Vigil, EPICA, 2000. A collection of seven informative essays about contemporary life in Cuba, all originally published in *Envió* magazine in Nicaragua. López Vigil and her parents left Cuba in 1961, not because they feared the loss of economic privilege as a result of the revolution, but because they were profoundly Catholic. In adulthood she returned to her homeland to investigate the effects of "the dazzling, seductive revolution" which she had foregone. A kind of hopeful objectivity distinguishes her fact-filled essays, for López Vigil possesses both a native's patriotic optimism and a nonresident's emotional distance.

**Cuba: What Everyone Needs to Know** by Julia E. Sweig, Oxford University Press, 2009. A nice feature of this book is that it not only covers Cuban history from the time of the Spanish American War to the Cuban Revolution but is also pretty up to date, providing an analysis of political issues in Cuba since 2006 when Castro transferred provisional power to his brother.

**Learning to Salsa: New Steps in U.S.-Cuba Relations** by Vicki Huddleston and Carlos Pascual, Brookings Institute, 2010. This recently published book about U.S.-Cuba relations was written by two long-term U.S. diplomats; Vicki Huddleston was the chief U.S. diplomat in Cuba from 1999 to 2002.

---

**El Salvador**


**Freedom of Expression in El Salvador: The Struggle for Human Rights and Democracy** by Lawrence Michael Ladutke, McFarland & Co, 2004. This book offers a study of the 1992 Peace Accords, which include the removal of human rights abusers from the military, the creation of a truth commission and the demilitarization of public security. Ladutke also discusses the troubling indications that the government is once again reducing the space available for freedom of expression.


**Insurgent Collective Action and Civil War in El Salvador** by Elisabeth Jean Wood, Cambridge University Press, 2003. This book contains interviews from peasants who supported the leftist insurgency in El Salvador and those who did not, as well as interviews with military commanders from both sides.

Salvador from the late nineteenth century to the present, focusing on the ways local politics have shaped the development of the nation.

Oscar Romero and the Communion of the Saints: A Biography, by Scott Wright, with photos by Octavio Duran, Orbis, 2010, is both a personal witness and a powerful introduction to Romero’s life, told within the larger story of the Salvadoran church and its many other martyrs, now part of the “communion of saints.” The author lived in El Salvador during the 1980s, working with refugees and later as part of what was known as the “pastoral accompaniment,” people from the United States and other countries who came to El Salvador to help shield refugees trying to return to their homes as the civil war was ending.

Oscar Romero: Memories in Mosaic by Maria Lopez Vigil, translated by Kathy Ogle, EPICA, 2000. Interviews with some 200 people who knew Oscar Romero from his childhood to the time of his assassination on March 24, 1980. Their anecdotes allow the reader an intimate look at Romero and the tumultuous times in which he lived.

Salvadorans in Costa Rica: Displaced Lives by Bridget A. Hayden, University of Arizona Press, 2003. During the political and economic upheaval that swept El Salvador in the 1980s, as many as 20,000 Salvadorans took refuge in Costa Rica. This book introduces readers to people from a wide range of class and educational backgrounds who had come to Costa Rica.

Guatemala

Buried Secrets: Truth and Human Rights in Guatemala by Victoria Sanford, Palgrave MacMillian, 2003. This work chronicles the journey of Maya survivors of the genocide carried out by the Guatemalan army. It traces truth-telling and political change from isolated Maya villages to national political events.

Guatemala: Never Again, The Official REMHI Report, the Official Report of the Human Rights Office of Archdiocese of Guatemala, Orbis Books, 1999. REMHI, the Recovery of Historical Memory Project, alternates eyewitness testimony with conclusions about the origins and impact of the devastating violence in Guatemala from the 1970s to the 1990s. Two days after the release of this report, Archbishop Gerardi was murdered.

Paradise in Ashes: A Guatemalan Journey of Courage, Terror, and Hope by Beatriz Manz, Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004; ISBN: 0520240162. Beatriz Manz has written a moving chronicle of Guatemalan villagers who have endured unspeakable injustice, yet remarkably look to the future with hope. This splendid book is a beautifully written human story that is framed by the passions and devastating consequences of the cold war. The narrative is a testament to the power of public anthropology and a must read for those concerned about the marginalized of the South.

The Rigoberta Menchú Controversy, edited by Arturo Arias, University of Minnesota Press, 2001. A collection of primary documents, articles, and essays that debate, from multiple perspectives, the controversy surrounding Guatemalan indigenous rights leader Rigoberta Menchú. Scholars look at the specifics of the Menchú/David Stoll story, and examine the controversy’s many implications: for Guatemala, for the world of political activism, and for the disciplines of ethnography and anthropology.

Silence on the Mountain: Stories of Terror, Betrayal, and Forgetting in Guatemala by Daniel Wilkinson, Durham, NC, Carolina Academic Press, 2002. This book traces the history of Guatemala's thirty-six-year internal war, focusing on those who were most affected by Guatemala's half-century of violence, the displaced native people and peasants who slaved on the coffee plantations.

Honduras

Banana cultures: Agriculture, Consumption, and Environmental Change in Honduras and the United States by John Soluri, Austin: University of Texas Press; ISBN: 0292712561. Soluri multifaceted account of a century of banana production and consumption adds an important chapter to the history of Honduras, as well as to the larger history of globalization and its effects on rural peoples, local economies, and biodiversity.


Enrique's Journey by Sonia Nazario, New York: Random House, 2006; ISBN: 1400062055. Based on the Los Angeles Times series that won two Pulitzer Prizes, this is a timeless story of families torn apart. When Enrique was five, his mother, too poor to
feed her children, left Honduras to work in the United States. The move allowed her to send money back home so Enrique could eat better and go to school past the third grade. She promised she would return quickly, but she struggled in America....

**Honduras, Human Rights Violations Against Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender People** by Amnesty International, London: International Secretariat, 2003. Amnesty International believes that the persecution of people for their sexual and/or gender identity is a violation of their fundamental human rights. LGBT organizations, working to protect people from abuses and discrimination because of their sexual orientation and/or gender identity should be able to carry out their work without fear or unjustifiable restrictions.

**Striving and Surviving: A Daily Life Analysis of Honduran Transnational Families** by Leah Schmalzbauer, New York: Routledge, 2005; ISBN: 041597593X. Leah Schmalzbauer investigates how transnationalism impacts and structures daily family life and how transnationalism works as a survival strategy in which families use the difference in living costs between Honduras and the United States to support household consumption.

**Seven Names for the Bellbird: Conservation Geography in Honduras** by Mark Bonta, Texas A & M University, 2003. Bonta, a cultural geographer, argues that contrary to popular belief, Honduran families conserve and value the native wildlife. It is only when these people become socially marginalized that local environmental destruction occurs.

---

**Mexico**

"68 by Paco Ignacio Taibo II, Planeta Pub Corp, 2004. A gripping first-person account, by one of the most distinguished and prolific Mexican writers of all time, 68 tells of the Tlatelolco massacre of student protestors in Mexico City in the fall of 1968. Taibo’s work here is to salvage the truth of what happened on the night of October 2 and in the preceding months, drawing on notes he made at the time, and on memory.

**The Annexation of Mexico: from the Aztecs to the IMF** by John Ross, Common Courage Press, 1998. Ross, an accomplished author, correspondent and activist, is most noted for his in-depth account of the 1994 Zapatista uprising. This text tells the story of 500 years of Mexican history, beginning with the Aztecs and following through to the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).

**The Community Forests of Mexico: Managing for Sustainable Landscapes** edited by David Barton Bray, Leticia Merino-Pérez and Deborah Barry, Austin: University of Texas Press, 2005. The editors present examples of grassroots forest enterprises managed by communities as an alternative to deforestation and illegal logging.

**Confronting Development: Assessing Mexico's Economic and Social Policy Challenges** edited by Kevin J. Middlebrook and Eduardo Zapata, Stanford, CA, Stanford University Press, 2003. Because of the importance of the Mexican experience in continuing debates about options available to developing countries, the twenty-three contributors to this book provide a comprehensive, interdisciplinary assessment of the principal economic and social policies adopted by Mexico during the 1980s and 1990s.

**The culture of migration in Southern Mexico** by Jeffrey H. Cohen, University of Texas Press, 2004. This book explores the complex constellation of factors that cause rural Oaxacans to migrate, the historical and contemporary patterns of their migration, the effects of migration on families and communities, and the economic, cultural, and social reasons why many Oaxacans choose not to migrate.

**Homage to Chiapas: The New Indigenous Struggles in Mexico** by Bill Weinberg, Verso Books, 2002. Weinberg offers an introductory tour of Mayan and Mexican history and an overview of NAFTA and then provides a from-the-ground account of the Zapatista struggle in Chiapas.

**The Labyrinth of Solitude, the Other Mexico and Other Essays** by Octavio Paz, Grove Press, 1985. This work is a classic evocation of Mexico’s quest for identity and the cultural differences between Mexico and the United States, written by the 1990 winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature.

**Managing Mexico: Economists from Nationalism to Neoliberalism** by Sarah Babb, Princeton University Press, 2004. Because Babb lays out the larger theoretical concerns carefully, she is able to link the Mexican case to broader interpretations, permitting other scholar to now compare the Mexican case with other developing countries.

**The Mexican War** by Marc Tyler Nobleman, Minneapolis, MN, Compass Point Books, 2005. Nobleman gives an unbiased account of the causes, battles, leaders, and the treaty that officially ended the fighting.
Mexico under Fox, edited by Luis Rubio and Susan Kaufman Purcell, Boulder, CO, Lynne Rienner Publishers, 2004. Mexico made a peaceful transition to democracy when it elected opposition candidate Vicente Fox president in July 2000—an event that had a profound impact on the country's political system, its economic and social policy, and its international relationships.


Narratives of Greater Mexico: Essays on Chicano Literary History, Genre, and Borders by Héctor Calderón, University of Texas Press, 2004. Calderon’s readings cover a wide span of time (1892-2001), from the invention of the Spanish Southwest in the nineteenth century to the América Mexicana that is currently emerging on both sides of the border.

A New Time for Mexico by Carlos Fuentes, University of California Press, 1996. A collection of essays by one of Mexico’s leading intellectuals. Fuentes discusses the origins and nature of Mexico’s political system and the unforeseen, tumultuous events that began in 1994 with the Chiapas rebellion.

Refried Elvis: The Rise of the Mexican Counterculture by Eric Zolov, (California, 1999); uses rock music and youth culture as a lens through which to examine changing middle-class values in the 1950s-60s and the cultural context of the 1968 student movement.


Nicaragua

The Best of What We Are: Reflections on the Nicaragua Revolution by John Brentlinger, University of Massachusetts Press, 1995. Based on his trips to Nicaragua both before and after the defeat of the Sandinistas, Brentlinger interprets the Sandinista period as a people's struggle for self-realization in work, culture, politics, and community.


Zapatista Reader, edited by Tom Hayden, Thunder Mouth Press/Science Books, 2002. In this compilation of essays of authors that include Nobel Prize winner José Saramago, Octavio Paz, Gabriel García Márquez, the reader takes a journey through the magical world of culture and politics in Mexico. It demonstrates the relationship that Subcomandante Marcos has had with leading novelists and journalists and the effect he has had on leading figures in intellectual, political, and literary worlds.
Salvadoran people. This film chronicles the transformation of Romero from an apolitical, complacent priest to a committed leader of the Salvadoran people.

Shipwrecked Identities: Navigating race on Nicaragua's Mosquito Coast by Baron L Pineda, New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 2006. In this historical ethnography, Baron Pineda traces the history of the port town of Bilwi, now known officially as Puerto Cabezas, on the Atlantic coast of Nicaragua to explore the development, transformation, and function of racial categories in this region. From the English colonial period, through the Sandinista conflict of the 1980s, to the aftermath of the Contra War, Pineda shows how powerful outsiders, as well as Nicaraguans, have made efforts to influence notions about African and Black identity among the Miskito Indians, Afro-Nicaraguan Creoles, and Mestizos in the region.

Innocent Voices is a raw, powerful portrait of childhood spent in a war zone. The images are harrowing... And the emotion feels real. Padilla's earnest, natural presence lends an almost documentary-style realism to Chava's plight. —Associated Press

Even the Rain, directed by Iciar Bollain, 2010. A Spanish film crew helmed by an idealistic director and his cynical producer come to Bolivia (where the population is 80% Indigenous) to make a revisionist epic about the conquest of Latin America—on the cheap. When riots break out in Cochabamba, protesting excessive fees for water, a staple of life-production is interrupted and the convictions of the crew members are challenged. Even the Rain explores the effects of Spanish imperialism, still resonating 500 years later in the continued struggle of Indigenous people against oppression.

Even the Rain was the first Cuban picture to be nominated for best foreign picture at the Academy Awards. —Jenny Brown for Amazon.com

Red to Violet, produced and directed by Carmen Sarmiento, Video Spots and Associates, in association with Spanish Television. Princeton, NJ, Films for the Humanities & Sciences, 1997. This program follows the progress of women’s rights and equal employment from the Contra war through the term of former president Violeta Chamorro. A former Sandinista fighter who lost a foot laying mines for the Contras wants the government to give her a job; a woman displaced from her job by men returning from the war objects; another whose daughter was murdered by the Somoza Guard wants justice. Dozens of others tell their stories, as Chamorro defends her coalition government’s policies toward women against criticism by feminists, who seek a wider role in political and social decision-making.

Romero with Raul Julia, Vision Video, 1989. Romero is a compelling and deeply moving look at the life of Archbishop Oscar Romero of El Salvador, who made the ultimate sacrifice in a passionate stand against social injustice and oppression in his country. This film chronicles the transformation of Romero from an apolitical, complacent priest to a committed leader of the Salvadoran people.
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Unmasking Class, Gender, and Sexuality in Nicaraguan Festival by Katherine Borland, Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2006. This book documents the creative innovations of Masaya’s performing artists. The first extended study in English of Nicaraguan festival arts, Unmasking Class, Gender, and Sexuality in Nicaraguan Festival is an ethnographically and historically grounded inquiry into three festival enactments during the Somoza, Sandinista, and Neoliberal periods: the carnivalesque torovenado masquerades, the transvestite Negras marimba dances, and the wagon pilgrimage to Popoyoapu
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Red to Violet, produced and directed by Carmen Sarmiento, Video Spots and Associates, in association with Spanish Television. Princeton, NJ, Films for the Humanities & Sciences, 1997. This program follows the progress of women’s rights and equal employment from the Contra war through the term of former president Violeta Chamorro. A former Sandinista fighter who lost a foot laying mines for the Contras wants the government to give her a job; a woman displaced from her job by men returning from the war objects; another whose daughter was murdered by the Somoza Guard wants justice. Dozens of others tell their stories, as Chamorro defends her coalition government’s policies toward women against criticism by feminists, who seek a wider role in political and social decision-making.
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Romero with Raul Julia, Vision Video, 1989. Romero is a compelling and deeply moving look at the life of Archbishop Oscar Romero of El Salvador, who made the ultimate sacrifice in a passionate stand against social injustice and oppression in his country. This film chronicles the transformation of Romero from an apolitical, complacent priest to a committed leader of the Salvadoran people.
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The Undermining of the Sandinista Revolution edited by Gary Prevost and Harry Vanden, St. Martin’s Press, 1999. This collection of essays examines the gains of the Sandinista revolution, the Chamorro and Aleman administrations, international influences on Nicaragua, and the efforts of grassroots organizations.
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Romero with Raul Julia, Vision Video, 1989. Romero is a compelling and deeply moving look at the life of Archbishop Oscar Romero of El Salvador, who made the ultimate sacrifice in a passionate stand against social injustice and oppression in his country. This film chronicles the transformation of Romero from an apolitical, complacent priest to a committed leader of the Salvadoran people.

Romero with Raul Julia, Vision Video, 1989. Romero is a compelling and deeply moving look at the life of Archbishop Oscar Romero of El Salvador, who made the ultimate sacrifice in a passionate stand against social injustice and oppression in his country. This film chronicles the transformation of Romero from an apolitical, complacent priest to a committed leader of the Salvadoran people.
When the Mountains Tremble, produced by Peter Kinoy; directed by Pamela Yates and Thomas Sigel, New York, NY: Distributed by New Video, 2004. Though promoted as "the astonishing story" of Nobel Peace Prize winner and Quiche Indian Rigoberta Menchú, the documentary is actually more the story of the Guatemalan people at large, specifically the struggles of the poor and peaceful Indian population that came to be labeled "subversives" by a draconian government.

The World is Watching, directed by Peter Raymont and Jim Munro, a political documentary by journalists who traveled to Nicaragua in 1987, investigating the role of journalists in the US-financed Contra War against Nicaragua's revolutionary Sandinista government. Co-Written by: Peter Raymont and Harold Crooks; Co-Produced with Investigative Prod. Inc. 1988.

The World Stopped Watching, directed by Peter Raymont, is a sequel to The World is Watching. Raymont follows some of the same journalists into Nicaragua to explore what happened after the international media attention faded. Some say Raymont and his crew are the first international journalists that Nicaraguans have seen since the 1990 elections. Produced by Peter Raymont, Harold Crooks, and Lindalee Tracey with the National Film Board of Canada. 2003.

Return to El Salvador, 2009. In 1992, U.N. Peace Accords marked the end of a brutal civil war in El Salvador. This film, narrated by Martin Sheen, is the compelling story of vibrant Salvadoran individuals and communities and the intricate geopolitical systems that have so profoundly impacted their lives, making this distant war relevant to a current American audience.

**Literature**

*Agent of Empire: William Walker and the Imperial Self in American Literature* by Brady Harrison, Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2004. Before a Central American national army defeated him in 1857, Walker had made himself military commander and president of Nicaragua, and embarked on a conscious policy of "Americanization" and "democratization" of that state's institutions. Expelled, he conspired repeatedly to return to Central America, only to die before a Honduran firing squad in 1860. Provocative and stimulating study, of real relevance to those interested in the links between popular culture and foreign policy.

*Bitter Grounds* by Sandra Benitez, Picador USA, 1998. This thoughtful and vivid novel chronicles the lives of three generations of women in war-torn El Salvador.

*The Book of Lamentations* by Rosario Castellanos, Penguin USA, 1998. A masterpiece of contemporary Latin American fiction, this novel transposes episodes from actual Maya uprisings in Chiapas in 1712 and 1868 to the 1930s. This book, by Mexico's most important woman novelist of the twentieth century, combines historical events with modern times.

*The Certainty of Spring: Poems by a Guatemalan in Exile* by Julia Esquivel Anne Woehrle, Ecumenical Program, 1992. Divided into four thematic sections, the poems focus on political concerns, poverty, solidarity, and faith. The author's roles as a theologian and human rights activist are apparent throughout her intensely passionate work.

*The Death of Artemio Cruz* by Carlos Fuentes, Noonday Press, 1962. With a unique narrative style full of satire and irony, Fuentes writes a haunting voyage into the soul of modern Mexico, as readers follow the life of General Artemio Cruz.

*Erased Faces* by Graciela Limón, Arte Publico Press, 2001. Against the charred tapestry of the Zapatista guerilla uprising of January 1994, personal histories intersect. Weaving the theads of Lacandón myth and history with the events culminating in the guerilla uprising, Limón creates a rich fabric that restores an identity of those rendered invisible, or whose faces were erased, by years of oppression.

*The Girl From Chimel: Tales From the Land of the Maya* by Rigoberta Menchu and Dante Liano, Acorn Book Co, 2003. This collection of tales remembers the Mayan civilization before it was shattered by the horrors of war.

*Harvest of Cain* by Jack Nelson-Pallmeyer, EPICA, 2001. This novel describes El Salvador as it heads toward civil war, featuring ambitious CIA agents colliding with peasant farmers.

*The Inhabited Woman* by Giconda Belli, Warner Books, 1995. A novel about an accomplished, independent woman during the Sandinista revolution and how she is inhabited by the spirit of an Indian woman from the time of the conquest.

The Long Night of White Chickens by Francisco Goldman, Grove Press, 1982. A love story and a mystery about two men searching for answers about the death of a beautiful young woman murdered while running an orphanage in Guatemala.

The Lost Chronicles of Terra Firma by Rosario Aguilar, translated by Edward Hood, White Pine Press, 1997. This historical novel retells the conquest of Central America through the eyes of women, both Spanish and Indigenous.

Mayan Folktales: Folklore from Lake Atitlan, Guatemala, edited and translated by James Sexton, University of New Mexico, 1999. A collection of Mayan folktales. Written in an oral style, these legends narrate origin and creation stories, explain the natural world, and reinforce cultural beliefs.

A Necklace of Words edited by Marjorie Agosin and Nancy Abraham Hall, White Pine Press, 1997. The book's sections focus on the history of Mexico, the arrival of the Europeans and the mixing of races, and the rich interior lives of women confined by the social fabric of their country.

One Day of Life by Manilo Argueta, Vintage International, 1983. This novel depicts a typical day in the life of a Salvadoran peasant family during the terror and corruption of a civil war.

A Place Where the Sea Remembers by Sandra Benitez, Scribner, 1993. This novel describes how the activities and happiness of one family trigger a chain of events in their Mexican village. A haunting story of love and anger, hope and tragedy.

Return of the River: The Selected Poems of Roberto Sosa, translated by Joanne Engelbert, Curbstone Press, 2002. This bilingual collection offers a well-chosen, representative selection from all nine of Sosa’s poetic works.

Reversible Monuments: Contemporary Mexican Poetry, edited by Monica De LA Torre and Michael Wiegers, Copper Canyon Press, 2002. This huge bilingual volume introduces readers to both lyric and narrative Mexican poets of varying backgrounds including indigenous poets writing in Zapotec and Mazatec all born after 1950.

The Story of Colors/La Historia de los Colores by Sub-comandante Marcos, Cinco Punto Press, 1999. Written by Mexican Zapatista rebel spokesperson Subcomandante Marcos, this bilingual folktale is about the origin of colors. Vividly illustrated, the simple story reminds readers of the importance of all colors and all ways of thinking, and how this diversity is what makes our world great.

The Tree of Life: Stories of Civil War by Mario Bencastro, Arte Publico, 1997. Twelve beautiful stories chronicle the Salvadoran civil war from the perspective of the everyday people.

The Underdogs by Mariano Azuela, Signet Classic, 1962. Considered the greatest novel of the revolution, this is the story of a courageous Indian farmer who almost unwittingly rises to a generalship in Pancho Villa’s rebel army.

The Weight of All Things by Sandra Benitez, Hyperion, 2002. Set in El Salvador during the civil war of the 1980s, Benitez's third novel (after A Place Where the Sea Remembers and Bitter Grounds) tells the story of a nine-year-old, seamlessly blending fact with imagination, evoking the trauma of war more vividly than any newspaper account. In this brief narrative, she gives voice to the silenced.

When I Look in the Mirror and See You: Women, Terror and Resistance by Margaret Randall, Rutgers University Press, 2003. This book tells the story of the chance meeting of Nora Miselem and Maria Suárez Toro, two survivors who had disappeared in Honduras during the 1980s.

The Years with Laura Díaz by Carlos Fuentes, translated by Alfreed MacAdam, Harvest Books, 2001. This novel, based on conversations between Fuentes and his two grandmothers, uncovers a long-obscured part of Mexican history: the woman's side. It tells the story of the extraordinary Laura Díaz, a politically committed artist who bears witness to the Revolution and its aftermath.

Testimonials

Blood on the Border: A Memoir of the Contra War by Roxanne Dunbar Ortiz, Cambridge, MA : South End; [London : Compass Academic distributor], 2005. This is a well-written, important contribution to the history of the Sandinista Revolution and the U.S. Left in the 1980s. Specifically, its unique focus on the role of indigenous people in a wider social revolution is invaluable. The misunderstandings with the Sadinistatas and manipulation of the Miskitu and other Atlantic Coast Indians by the U.S./Contras is telling of the present war on Iraq's ethnic conflict.
The Blindfold’s Eyes: My Journey from Torture to Truth by Dianna Ortiz and Patricia Davis, Orbis Books, 2002. An American nun presents a memoir detailing her torture in Guatemala while working as a missionary, her escape, her campaign to reveal the truth, her struggle to heal, and her work as a human rights activist and advocate for the victims of torture.

Confessions of an Economic Hit Man by John Perkins, Berrett-Koehler Publishers, 2004. Perkins, a former chief economist at Boston strategic-consulting firm Chas. T. Main, says he was an "economic hit man" for 10 years, helping U.S. intelligence agencies and multinationals cajole and blackmail foreign leaders into serving U.S. foreign policy and awarding lucrative contracts to American business.

The Country Under My Skin: A Memoir of Love and War by Giconda Belli, Knopf, 2002. This memoir from a Nicaraguan writer details the author’s life from her privileged upbringing to her decision to join the Sandinistas in 1970 to her current life in California.


The Hour of the Furnaces by Renny Golden, Mid-List Press, 2000. This collection of poems and personal histories of martyrs and peasants in El Salvador and Guatemala comes from those of religious, humanitarian, guerilla backgrounds.

I, Rigoberta Menchú (An Indian Woman in Guatemala) by Rigoberta Menchú, and edited by Elizabeth Burgos-Debray, Verso, 1984. Menchú, a Nobel Peace Prize winner, writes of a Quiché Indian woman's life, her indigenous community and her involvement in the social-political realities of her country.

I Was Never Alone: Prison Diary from El Salvador by Nidia Díaz, Ocean Press, 2001 (new ed. to be published in 2004). This work comprises a moving personal account of survival by Salvadoran guerrilla leader Nidia Díaz, whose case became the focus of an international human rights campaign.

The Little School: Tales of Disappearance and Survival in Argentina by Alicia Partnoy, Cleis Press, 1986. Alicia Partnoy was one of Argentina’s 30,000 “disappeared.” She was abducted from her home by secret police and taken to a concentration camp where she was tortured, and where most of the other prisoners were killed. This book is Partnoy's memoir of her disappearance and imprisonment.

Our Voices, Our Lives: Stories of Women from Central America and the Caribbean by Margaret Randall, Common Courage Press, 1995. Through the voices of women fighting for social change and the elimination of sexism in Central America and the Caribbean, Randall provides insight into the lives of these women, their strengths, and the recognition of their own power to change their world.

To Be a Revolutionary: An Autobiography by Padre J. Guadelupe Carney, Harper and Row, 1985. This autobiography chronicles the life of an American-born Catholic priest, missing and presumed dead, who for 20 years was a driving force for religious, social and political change in Honduras.

When I Look in the Mirror and See You: Women, Terror and Resistance by Margaret Randall, Rutgers University Press, 2003. This book tells the story of the chance meeting of Nora Miselem and Maria Suárez Toro, two survivors who had disappeared in Honduras during the 1980s.